COMPANY PROFILE

The competence in electrical protection was born for Italweber in 1960, when the company was funded. Nowadays, the belonging to an international electrical technical industrial group allows us to share and to increase the long experience matured in the production of fuses and components. We will continue developing technological solutions focused on the Customer’s satisfaction, which is the real company aim.

A very wide range of products, suitable for every application, perfect in reliability, together with a particular attention to the quality of the service, make Italweber a reference point for many operators.

The specialization and reliability, together with the research for a continue improvement; represent for us the starting point for the maintenance of our referring position in the Italian market.

We work for success. Above all, for the ones who want to share with us the great experience gathered during all these years.

Description
The insulating coating is a high resistant black vinyl compound. The basic characteristics are: elongation max: 365%, shore A hardness: 85, breakdown strength: 19.6 N/mm², resistance to temperature during operation: -40°C / +105°C according to the UL 1581 standard, self-extinguishing V0 (UL-94), dielectric strength: 20 kV/mm

400V INSULATED BUSBARS

PIN CONNECTION CLAMPS (FOR INSULATED BUSBARS)
BLOCK TYPE BUSBARS SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR 10 mm THICKNESS BUSBARS

BUSBARS SUPPORT

"STAIRS-SHAPED" BUSBARS SUPPORT

UNIVERSAL BUSBARS SUPPORT

SUPPORT FOR EARTHING OR DISTRIBUTION BARS (12 X 4 OR 16 X 4)

FLEXIBLE BAR ANCHORING SUPPORT

BARS COVERS

FERRULES

TIN PLATED COPPER CONTACT PLATES
BASIC SUPPORTS

SUPPORT WITH FLEXIBLE STRIP FOR CABLES

SUPPORT WITH HORIZONTAL CONDUIT CLIP SWIVELS 360°

SUPPORTS WITH SCREW M6

SUPPORTS WITH SADDLE FOR CABLE TIE
SUPPORT WITH THREADED BAR HOLDER

HORIZONTALS BASIC SUPPORT

MULTI PURPOSE CLIP “TIGER” HIGH PERFORMANCE

CLAMP SUPPORT

MULTIDIRECTIONAL CLAMP
HOLE PUNCHING PLIER

FIXING RAIL WITH CONTINUOUS PERFORATION “C” SHAPED

FIXING ACCESSORIES FOR RAILS (SLIDE NUTS)

FIXING ACCESSORIES FOR RAILS (SLIDE NUTS WITH WASHER AND SPRING)

CANTILEVER ARMS “C” SHAPED

SPECIAL FIXING ACCESSORY
ACCESSORY FOR WALL FIXING OF RAILS WM SERIES

SLOTTED RAILS (TYPE 41 x 21)

DOUBLE RAILS SLOTTED

SLOTTED CANTILEVERS

DOUBLE CANTILEVERS SLOTTED (TYPE 41 x 41D)
SLOTTED CANTILEVER WITH RAIL PROP (TYPE 41 x 41)

WALL PLATE ACCESSORY FOR RAILS RAPIDSTRUT SERIES

FIXING ACCESSORIES RAPIDSTRUT - SLIDE NUTS WITH WASHER

FIXING ACCESSORIES RAPIDSTRUT - SLIDE NUTS WITH SPRING

FIXING ACCESSORIES RAPIDSTRUT - NUTS WITH PLASTIC PLATE

STEEL FIXING ACCESSORIES - “S” HOOKS
STEEL FIXING ACCESSORIES - CHAINS (DIN 5686)

TRAPEZIUM SHAPED SUPPORT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A (mm)</th>
<th>Fz.z (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0,63 - 0,70</td>
<td>630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0,70 - 0,80</td>
<td>740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0,80 - 1,00</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,00 - 1,20</td>
<td>1,050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,20 - 1,50</td>
<td>1,260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 1,50</td>
<td>1,550</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SERIES C gG FUSES

 SERIES CX FUSEHOLDERS(2)

BCH 31 - MODULAR FUSEHOLDERS (AC-20B) FOR 8,5X31,5 CYLINDRICAL FUSES
**NH KOMBI AND NH/I 500V FUSES - gG TYPE**

Fusibile NH-4 gG NH-4 gG fuse

Fusibile NH-2/CP gG con percussore NH-2/CP gG fuse with striker

Microswitch 1NO + 1NC

Fusibile NH/L NH/L fuse
VIRTUAL SINGLE POLE DISCONNECTORS FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS - SERIES HLV 00

Microswitch 1NO + 1NC

NHD-00 NHD-00 single pole fuseholder

NHU-00 DINx3S “Kombi” three-poles fuseholder

COMPONENTS FOR IP20 PROTECTION TO BE USED WITH NHU-00 “KOMBİ” FUSE BASES
UNIVERSAL FUSE HANDLE FOR NH FUSES

SERIES “LTS” THREE-POLES FUSE-DISCONNECTORS

MEDIUM VOLTAGE FMT FUSES WITH 50N STRIKER

FUSE BASES FOR FMT FUSES - FOR INDOOR OR OUTDOOR APPLICATIONS
INSULATING PLATFORM

PNEUMATIC TESTER

LATEX INSULATING GLOVES

SUBSTATION WARNING SIGNS KIT IN ALUMINIUM (ITALIAN LEGISLATIVE DECREE DLGS. 626/94)

EARTHING AND SHORT CIRCUIT DEVICE

SINGLE POLE ELECTRONIC VOLTAGE/NO VOLTAGE DETECTORS
RESCUE PLIER DEVICES

INSULATING PLIER DEVICES FOR MV FUSES

PG THREAD CABLE GLANDS

DIN PG THREAD CABLE GLANDS

PG THREAD SPIRAL CABLE GLANDS

LOCK NUTS FOR PG THREAD CABLE GLANDS
METRIC THREAD CABLE GLANDS

BLIND PLUGS AND PROTECTION CAPS FOR PG AND METRIC THREAD CABLE GLANDS

PG THREAD CABLE GLANDS

PG THREAD CABLE GLAND LOCK NUTS

ADHESIVE LABELS - ITALIAN LEGISLATIVE DECREE 626/94
WARNING SIGNS - ITALIAN LEGISLATIVE DECREE 626/94

WARNING LIGHTS FOR BA7s AND BA9s SOCKET

GTQ SERIES FOR STRAIGHT OR SHUNTED CONNECTIONS

ASTEQRA
Switchgear
TECHNOLOGY  *  SAFETY  *  RELIABILITY